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MODERN AND STYLISH VORONEZH RESTAURANT
CUISINE: Russian

Voronezh is the cuisine of Russian provinces, on the one hand, and on the other, it’s a restaurant that offers the widest

selection of meat delicacies in Moscow today. There are about 30 types of steaks in the menu, several variants of ribs - short

ribs with juniper, stewed in the oven and dorsal pickled in orange; venison, rabbit and more. All dishes from beef is a

product from exclusively farms of Zarechnoye Group of Companies from the Voronezh Region.

CAPACITY: up to 150 pax

RUSSIAN TRADITIONAL MATRYOSHKA RESTAURANT 

CUISINE: Russian

The main accent in the menu is made on the best products from different parts of Russia: beginning from white salmon

from Yakutia, zander from Volga region and salmon from Murmansk to a black nut from Caucasus, cloudberries from

Arkhangelsk and Altai honey. Creative chef Vlad Piskunov is responsible for the search of unique ingredients and creating

dishes. In the interior of “Matryoshka” harmoniously combines modern fashion trends, elements of antiquity and industrial

motives: antique pharmacy-bar found in private collections and brought from Paris.

KALINA BAR  

CUISINE: European and Russian

It’s a very fashionable bar in the capital of Russia, between New and Old Arbat streets. The Bar is situated on the 21 floor of

a modern business center “Lotte Plaza”. A modern elevator takes you to the sky… This transparent elevator is already an

attraction as it gives you another chance to enjoy once again Moscow views! And the restaurant itself gives you an absolutely

unforgettable impression about Moscow.

CAPACITY: Two rooms with panoramic view up to 100 pax each.

LUNCH/DINNER OPTIONS 



DINNER AT FABULOUS BOLSHOI RESTAURANT

CUISINE: Russian, French. Bolshoi restaurant matches the spirit of the time and has really stunning art contents where

there is a place for the conservative Ralph Lauren style, for emotional paintings by modern artists such as Dietrich Klinge,

Isabel Munoz, Georgy Puzenkov, Juan Hernandez Pijuan, Pierre Soulages and Antoni Tapies, as well as for contemporary

“chamber” jazz performed by Sergei Belov. The restaurant is situated close to the Bolshoi Theater and it has become a

tradition for many from the upper class to come visit before or after a performance in the Bolshoi Theatre.

CAPACITY: up to 100 pax

VOSHOD RESTAURANT WITH RED/BLACK CAVIAR TASTING IN ZARYADIE PARK

A new Alexander Rappoport's restaurant "Voskhod" has been opened in Zaryadye park. From the gastronomic point of

view, the territory of the former Soviet Union exists outside the modern geopolitical realias and independently of current

maps in history books: it is close knit with secret culinary codes forever. Outside the hours and the fashion, a

contemporary "Voskhod" restaurant enters an orbit of the collective unconscious — to a familiar, close and native culinary

space where all dishes of the USSR folks are equally valuable, loved, habitual and understandable.

TERRACE OF O2 LOUNGE WITH A VIEW OF RED SQUARE

O2 lounge is located on top of Ritz-Carlton with a view on Kremlin and Red Square. Enjoy O2 lounge atmosphere, ideal for

events and special occasions. This upscale restaurant with amazing terrace is perfect for any event from breakfast meetings,

exclusive dinners, and intimate celebrations to grand weddings and product launches. Stunning lighting, music and events

set the stage for an upbeat and lively day, evening and late-night experience. Between November and April, the Pop-Up

glass bar on our terrace will offer a unique and cozy environment for a refined experience or for exclusive private events.

LUNCH/DINNER OPTIONS 



MAGNIFICENT KORUSHKA RESTAURANT WITH THE BEST VIEW TO NEVA RIVER

CUISINE: European, international

Located next to the Peter & Paul’s Fortress is the place with taste, style and true spirit of St. Petersburg. The noble oak and

cool leather - confidence and comfort in the place where guns once stood ready to fire. At the Korushka, the urban bustle is

nullified by tranquility of the interior design and peaceful lapping of the Neva’s waves

CAPACITY: 2 spacious halls seating 340 persons, a patio and a cozy terrace.

HISTORICAL PALKIN RESTAURANT

CUISINE: Russian Restaurant "Palkin" is one of the oldest dining establishments in St. Petersburg and one of the few that has

retained its original name and location. Its roots go back to the St. Petersburg restaurateurs, the Palkin family, the first

mention of whom dates back to 1785. Initially, the popularity of the family's taverns, and then later the "Palkin" restaurants

was extraordinary. The most fashionable - restaurant "K.P. Palkin" - was situated on the corner of the Nevsky and the

Vladimirsky Prospekts, house number 47.

CAPACITY: 60 seats

REPA RESTAURANT

CUISINE: European, Russian.

The Repa restaurant is located in the Theater Square near the Mariinsky Theatre and is a project of restaurant holding Ginza

Project. The restaurant’s name alludes to the traditional Russian cuisine which is the basis of the menu and as well contains a

reference to the theatrical jargon (Repa in a theater called the rehearsal). The interior is painted with scenes from classical

ballets, and in addition, the furniture was made in Alena Akhmadulina designs. Well-known artists, including Maya

Plisetskaya, Elena Obraztsova and Nikolai Tsiskaridze left their signatures on the wall which is left in the interior.

LUNCH/DINNER OPTIONS 



LATE DINNER IN STROGANOFF STEAK HOUSE

CUISINE: European, international

Stroganoff Steak House is the largest steak house in Russia and one of the biggest in Europe.

The restaurant was opened on the 10th of May, 2007 in the very center of St. Petersburg, in the historical

building, where barracks and stables of the Horse Guards were located before the Revolution.

The gastronomical concept of the Stroganoff is a rare example of the well-balanced cuisine of a capital restaurant

with the “meat profile”, which takes into account both the preferences of meat-eaters and foreigners’ interest

towards Russian plates.

WELCOME DINNER IN MANSARDA RESTAURANT WITH A VIEW TO ST.ISAAC’S CATHEDRAL

CUISINE: European, international

Panoramic view from the “Mansarda" - this is the glass stained glass windows of the business center, and

authentic St. Petersburg rooftops, and the amazing St. Isaac's Cathedral. “Mansarda" - the place where you

should show the real St. Petersburg to the guests of the city.

The restaurant is filled with a variety of decorative elements with its own history: spoons, mugs and glasses show

the creators attention to detail. So it becomes not just a restaurant, but a small world of modern elegance in the

old Petersburg. The menu presents the hits of traditional European and Asian cuisine, and a large selection of

wines will make your evening truly unforgettable.

LUNCH/DINNER OPTIONS 
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